
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS (U.S. dollars, in thousands)
Years Ended December 31,

2017      2016 2015 2014 2013

CONSOLIDATED BUSINESS
Operating Revenues  $          577,891  $          440,465  $          521,987  $          557,202  $   489,329
Costs and Expenses: 
   Operating 360,881 275,255 331,608 360,333 345,064
   Administrative and general 103,106 86,362 101,343 104,551 79,153
   Depreciation and amortization 75,058 62,565 60,356 63,085 63,297

539,045 424,182 493,307 527,969 487,514
Gains (Losses) on Asset Dispositions and Impairments, Net:
   Gains on asset dispositions 12,060 4,684 14,609 29,814 11,813
   Impairment charges      (423) (30,667) - (4,381) (2,970)

11,637 (25,983) 14,609 25,433 8,843
Operating income (Loss)  $             50,483  $             (9,700)  $            43,289  $            54,666  $            10,658

OIBDA1  $          125,541  $            52,865  $          103,645  $          117,751  $            73,955

OCEAN TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS SERVICES2

Operating Revenues  $           352,876  $          229,643  $          227,142  $          214,316  $          194,184 
Costs and Expenses: 
   Operating 195,285 122,631 129,039 112,771 117,283
   Administrative and general 36,548 27,825 26,215 24,518 22,073
   Depreciation and amortization 46,073 31,162 26,296 28,420 31,299

277,906 181,618 181,550 165,709 170,655
Gains (Losses) on Asset Dispositions and Impairments, Net:
   Gains on asset dispositions 100 411 - 159 3,210
   Impairment charges (423) - - - (2,970)

 (323) 411 - 159 240
Operating income  $             74,647  $            48,436  $            45,592  $            48,766  $            23,769

OIBDA1  $           120,720  $            79,598  $            71,888  $            77,186  $            55,068 

INLAND TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS SERVICES
Operating Revenues  $           175,496  $          167,543  $          230,482  $          253,150  $          215,613 
Costs and Expenses: 
   Operating 133,880 124,460 168,015 174,918 152,527
   Administrative and general 16,558 14,616 15,567 15,937 15,410
   Depreciation and amortization 25,852 26,327 28,632 29,435 28,461

176,290 165,403 212,214 220,290 196,398
Gains (Losses) on Asset Dispositions and Impairments, Net:
   Gains on asset dispositions 11,960 4,285 14,868 29,657 6,555
   Impairment charges - (1,092) - - -

 11,960 3,193 14,868 29,657 6,555
Operating income  $             11,166  $              5,333  $            33,136  $            62,517  $            25,770

OIBDA1  $             37,018  $            31,660  $            61,768  $            91,952  $            54,231 

WITT O’BRIEN’S3

Operating Revenues $           49,156  $            42,916  $            49,984  $            27,691  $                      - 
Costs and Expenses: 
   Operating 32,017 28,561 21,899 12,978 -
   Administrative and general 13,438 16,214 24,096 19,180 -
   Depreciation and amortization 819 1,539 1,711 1,045 -

46,274 46,314 47,706 33,203 -
Losses on Asset Dispositions and Impairments:
   Losses on asset dispositions - (11) (27) - -
   Impairment charges - (29,576) - - -

 - (29,587) (27) - -
Operating income (Loss)  $               2,882 $          (32,985)  $                 2,251 $             (5,512) $                      -

OIBDA1  $               3,701  $          (31,446)  $              3,962  $             (4,467) $                      -

1 SEACOR Holdings Inc. (“SEACOR”), from time to time, discloses and discusses OIBDA, 
a non-GAAP financial measure. SEACOR defines OIBDA as operating income (loss) plus 
depreciation and amortization. The measure of OIBDA may not be comparable to similarly 
titled measures presented by other companies. Other companies may calculate OIBDA 
differently than SEACOR, which may limit its usefulness as a comparative measure. 
In addition, this measurement does not necessarily represent funds available for 
discretionary use and is not a measure of SEACOR’s ability to fund its cash needs. OIBDA 
is a financial metric used by management (i) as a supplemental internal measure for 
planning and forecasting overall expectations and for evaluating actual results against 
such expectations; (ii) as a criteria for annual incentive bonuses paid to the SEACOR’s 

officers and other shore-based employees; and (iii) to compare to the OIBDA of other 
companies when evaluating potential acquisitions. 

2 One May 2, 2014, SEACOR issued a 49% noncontrolling interest to a financial investor in 
SEA-Vista, which owns and operates the Jones Act tanker fleet. SEA-Vista’s consolidated 
results are included in the Ocean Transportation & Logistics Services segment. In 2017, 
SEACOR’s partner’s share in SEA-Vista represented $27.5 million of operating income and 
$41.8 million of OIBDA. 

3 On July 11, 2014, SEACOR acquired a controlling interest in Witt O’Brien’s through the 
acquisition of its partner’s 45.8% equity interest.

Forward-looking Statement: Certain statements discussed in this Annual Report constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements concerning management’s expectations, strategic objectives, business prospects, anticipated economic performance 
and financial condition and other similar matters involve significant known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause the actual results, 
performance or achievements of results to differ materially from any future results, performance or achievements discussed or implied by such forward-looking statements. 
Readers should refer to the Company’s Form 10-K and particularly the “Risk Factors” section, which is included in this Annual Report, for a discussion of risk factors that could 
cause actual results to differ materially.
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We completed the spin-off of SEACOR Marine Holdings 
Inc. (“SMHI”), our offshore marine business, on June 
1, 2017. The reasons for doing this were addressed in 
my prior letters to stockholders. We also determined 
that producing alcohol would not be a core business 
going forward and sold Illinois Corn Processing LLC 
last July. Earnings for the year, including discontinued 
operations, were $61.6 million, or $3.31 per diluted 
share. For continuing operations we recorded $82.8 
million in earnings, or $4.24 per diluted share. There 
is considerable “noise” in this number because of the 
changes in the U.S. tax code; these changes added $66.9 
million, or $2.93 per diluted share to profit. I consider 
operating income before depreciation and amortization 
(“OIBDA”) the more useful metric for understanding 
the performance of our businesses. OIBDA was $125.5 
million in 2017; this compares with $52.9 million in 2016 
(including $29.6 million in impairment charges related to 
the write-off of goodwill and intangibles carried on the 
Witt O’Brien’s segment balance sheet).1

Following the spin-off of SMHI, our results will be less 
dependent on an extremely cyclical business tied so 
closely to the price of a single commodity, viz. oil. Our 
aspiration is to achieve revenue streams that we can grow 
by marketing our logistics know-how, concentrating on 
customer service, and adding to and utilizing our shore-
side infrastructure and support facilities. To that end, we 
acquired International Shipholding Corporation (“ISH”).

Last year’s letter included a brief discussion of revenue 
streams, which I expected to become more prominent in 
our results once the offshore marine business had been 
separated. Given their now enhanced centrality to our 
business, this year’s letter goes into more depth. Growing
them is our mission.

OCEAN TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS 
SERVICES (“Ocean Services”)
We decided that Ocean Transportation & Logistics Services 
more accurately describes our activities than the legacy 

1 OIBDA in 2017 includes non-cash expenses of $23.6 million associated with 
charges for incentive share awards, of which $8.3 million related to the 
accelerated vesting of awards in December 2017 to take advantage of the existing 
tax treatment, $8.3 million related to award expenses associated with the spin-off 
of SMHI, and $7.0 million related to awards that vested in the ordinary course of 
business. In 2016, non-cash expenses related to incentive share awards were $9.0 
million. These charges were included in administrative and general expenses.

label, “Shipping Services.” Offering integrated logistics 
and services has become an increasingly important 
contributor to our results. Investors typically associate 
the business of “shipping” with the ownership of vessels, 
which, like the cargo they transport, are commodities 
and are exposed to volatile markets. Management has 
limited tools, except its trading ability, to earn revenue or 
deliver margins that are meaningfully better than market 
“norms” when operating international tankers, or bulk 
vessels. With few exceptions most of these sectors 
are too big, and have too many participants to effect 
consolidation. Choosing when to buy, sell, or enter into 
multi-year contracts, are the key levers for success, not 
marketing, product development, or “M & A.”

For 2017 Ocean Services produced $55.0 million of 
segment profit and $78.9 million of OIBDA, excluding our 
partner’s 49% minority interest share in the results of 
SEA-Vista, our Jones Act tanker business. Segment profit 
benefitted from strong performance by Trailer Bridge, 
Inc. (“Trailer Bridge”), in which we hold a 55.3% interest, 
and the profit realized upon disposition of SeaJon LLC’s 
Great Lakes bulk carrier. These two ventures added $7.9 
million, net of tax, to “below the line” segment results.

The notable contributors to Ocean Services’ improved 
operating performance were the following: 1) tank 
vessels previously under construction entering service 
in our coastwise petroleum and chemical transport 
business; 2) growth in activity in the ports serviced by 
our harbor tugs; 3) increased volume of cargo moving to 
nearby Caribbean islands, due in part to hurricanes; and, 
4) adding the new product lines that we acquired with 
ISH in July 2017, viz. participation in the U.S. Maritime 
Security Program (“MSP”), and movement of dry bulk 
commodities.

As a refresher on the Jones Act tanker market, transport 
of cargoes between U.S. ports is restricted to vessels 
built in the U.S., owned by U.S. citizens, and manned by 
U.S. merchant mariners. Jones Act tankers, like their 
international counterparts, are commodity assets. There 
is, however, one key factor differentiating the Jones Act 
tanker sector from “free for all” international shipping, 
size. The Jones Act fleet is tiny, in effect a niche. There are 
112 vessels of greater than 19,000 deadweight in the fleet, 
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of which a mere 57 are greater than 30,000 deadweight. 
This compares with approximately 2,000 product carriers 
over 30,000 deadweight registered under foreign flags.

Last year’s letter called attention to an overhang of 
vessels competing in the Jones Act petroleum and 
chemical trades. Of course, many factors influence 
requirements for coastwise transport of crude oil and 
product, such as gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel. I believe the 
most important variable today (and for the foreseeable 
future) for determining “base load” demand is the 
competitive cost of U.S. origin product when compared 
with that internationally sourced, and Florida’s proximity 
to the Gulf Coast refineries. There are no pipelines 
feeding Florida, and rail access is limited. Virtually every 
gallon of fuel consumed by Florida’s approximately 18 
million registered vehicles—somewhat less than one for 
each of the State’s approximately 21 million residents, 
many of whom are too old or young to drive—enters the 
state by waterborne transport from either domestic or 
international refineries.2

A second variable which merits attention is the price 
differential between U.S. Gulf and internationally 
produced crude oil, in the trade referred to as the “ARB.” 
The “ARB” exists when domestically produced crude  
sells at a sufficient discount to foreign crude to offset 
the cost of transporting it to U.S. East Coast refineries 
on U.S. flag vessels. This increases the demand for  
domestic tonnage.

The imbalance between the supply of U.S. flag tankers 
and demand has started to correct. Several vessels have 
been removed from service. I anticipate the overhang will 
shrink further over the course of the next 12-18 months. 
Incentives to retire older equipment are compelling; 
the cost for docking a 20-30-year-old vessel typically 
exceeds $4.0 million and can easily escalate to $6.0 
million or more. Old vessels are also fuel inefficient, 
and current regulations require them to undergo costly 
retrofits with water treatment systems, a problematic 
expense for a 35-year-old asset. As this letter was being 
composed, the Seabulk Trader was making its final 
voyage, heading to the scrap yard. Although the vessel 
was in very good condition, we concluded that a 37-year-
old tanker could struggle to find consistent employment 
in a “spot” market, even though there is relatively close 
balance between supply and demand for vessels. Many oil 

2 For those worried about displacing demand for gasoline (count me as one of those 
people), at this time available information indicates there are no more than 74,000 
electric vehicles registered in Florida. The count includes battery electric vehicles, 
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, and hybrid vehicles. Source: National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory and IHS Automotive: U.S. Department of Energy Alternative 
Fuels Data Center: December 2016.

companies do not accept vessels older than 25 years of 
age at their berths; some even exclude vessels older than 
20 years of age. Although customers have been known 
to waive their “house rules” when adherence becomes 
very costly, we elected not to gamble on the “kindness of 
strangers.”

Once supply and demand do reach balance, I am 
cautiously optimistic that equilibrium will be maintained 
 —at least for a while. Higher interest rates, increased 
cost of steel plate, fittings and engines to comply with 
today’s air quality regulations, collectively suggest that 
rates would have to climb considerably to justify investing 
capital in new ships. With luck, common sense will prevail 
and investors—hedge funds, private equity, MLP’s, and 
owners-operators —will refrain from trying to anticipate 
and then “front-run” an improved market, and place 
orders only when multi-year contracts offer sustainable, 
competitive risk adjusted returns on capital. The 
biggest threat comes from shipyards trying to maintain 
employment. Although there are only a few yards that 
can build large ships in the U.S., if even only one were to 
launch a speculative, “make work” construction program, 
the market could easily tilt to over-built. Unfortunately, 
an expectation of tightening in the charter market often 
beckons an idle shipyard. 

We are fortunate that SEA-Vista has a solid revenue 
backlog, $321.6 million at year-end. Dan Thorogood, 
who oversees Ocean Services, and his group have done 
an excellent job navigating the lean years. SEA-Vista 
has chartering flexibility thanks to its strong financial 
position. It is possible we could have two vessels in the 
spot market for most of this year. Unlike time charter 
operations, when the user pays for bunkers (fuel 
consumed by the vessel) and port charges, the owner 
covers these costs for spot voyages. Keep in mind that 
the spot market means living hand to mouth, and results 
could vary considerably quarter to quarter.

We are interested in pursuing opportunity, but we 
are committed to being disciplined with our capital. 
The maxim—“one of the hardest things to do in life is 
‘nothing'” applies.

Seabulk Towing, our ship assist service business, covers 
seven U.S. ports. The two busiest are Port Arthur, Texas, 
and Port Everglades, Florida. The towing group has 23 
harbor tugs in the U.S. and four in the Bahamas, where 
we, as a partner in a joint venture, support an oil storage 
terminal and bunkering operation. We estimate that 
there are approximately 350 harbor tugs operating along 
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the U.S. Gulf Coast and U.S. East Coast.

A useful way to think about the business of assisting 
ships is “infrastructure” support. Docking vessels is a 
relatively steady business, very much related to world 
trade and economic growth. It is also fundamental to 
the working of a port. The revenue producer for ship 
assist services is vessel calls. Most port authorities 
require arriving and departing ships to engage a tug to 
escort them from the anchorage outside the harbor to 
the loading and discharging berths. Seabulk Towing’s 
share of the traffic depends on customer relationships, 
service, asset performance and availability, and price. 
Our tanker business has a concentrated customer 
base. For perspective, our tugs last year worked for 339 
customers and executed 19,844 trips escorting ships 
entering or departing our ports. Tanker traffic accounts 
for the largest proportion of our ship docking activity, 
but our tugs also assist container vessels, cruise ships, 
bulk ships, and work for the U.S. Navy. Our equipment 

in the Bahamas and St. Eustatius is employed on term 
contracts (time charter and bareboat charter) for periods 
that range from approximately one year to just shy of    
ten years.

Tugs are truly long-lived assets, but changing out our 
fleet and upgrading the assets improves efficiency and 
also helps build the customer base. Over time there 
have been design changes that make contemporary tugs 
more efficient for handling large vessels and enhance 
safety during transit. Modern engines are also more 
fuel efficient. Newer tugs are less costly to maintain, at 
least for the first ten years of life. The two photographs 
below contrast typical silhouettes of the drive train of a 
1980s-1990s vintage conventional twin-screw tug with 
that of a contemporary “Z-drive” hull configuration.

Apart from anticipating more traffic to move through 
our ports, we expect that the growth in U.S. LNG 
exports will increase the demand for tugs.
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SEACOR Island Lines, as noted in last year’s letter, is 
a “boutique” transport, delivery, and logistics service. 
It handles full container load shipments, less-than-
container load (“LCL”) shipments, and project cargo 
moving from South Florida to nearby islands in the 
Caribbean, primarily the Bahamas and Turks and 
Caicos. We not only carry containers to ports, but 
arrange for door-to-door (beach front) service.

Last year SEACOR Island Lines served approximately 
8,400 customers, including businesses, individuals, 
and households. Its central distribution hub in the 
Port Everglades area (Fort Lauderdale, Florida) 
is a critical facilitator of its service. A three-acre 
private terminal and 40,000-square-foot warehouse-
hub receive and sort large and small packages, in 
addition to handling full containers and oversized 
equipment. SEACOR Island Lines’ drop-off locations 
in the islands are convenient for locals or businesses 
to claim and distribute small packages. Its landing 
craft not only discharge at the public docks, but are 
configured for “direct-to-site” service, frequently 
depositing machinery and equipment on beaches, 
thus avoiding cumbersome over-the-road transit for 
oversized loads. During a typical week SEACOR Island 
Lines’ vessels call on 15 islands. Last year, we made 
815 voyages and had separate landings in 1,248 ports.

Our goal is to put more volume through our system. To 
this end, we are looking to service additional islands, 
expand the user base on the islands we already 
support, and manage supply chains for customers. 
Our clients are resort hotels, retail outlets, fuel 
service providers, builders and developers, and, of 
course, the individuals who live on the islands full-
time and part-time. The following pictures hopefully 
convey some feeling for our operation.

Ocean Services’ investment in ISH added three new 
revenue platforms: logistics services and transport 
for the U.S. Government (primarily the Department 
of Defense, but other departments as well) and the 
automobile industry, U.S. coastwise movement of dry 
bulk commodities, and a short-line railroad operating 
a rail ferry service from the United States to Mexico.

Despite what we believe was a very favorable outcome 
for secured lenders to ISH, I cannot resist “dissing” 
the U.S. bankruptcy process. The dollars swallowed 
by it effectively rob creditors and deplete equity to the 
extent that there is any left in the business. The process 
required twelve exhausting and frustrating months, 
coordinating with the ISH stakeholders, creditors, and 
a multitude of lawyers and restructuring advisors, to 
consummate the reorganization and acquisition of 
ISH. The process finally ended last July.

We, through our Waterman Steamship Corporation 
(“Waterman”) and Central Gulf Lines, Inc. (“Central 
Gulf”), subsidiaries, are one of nine vessel operators 
that participate in the MSP. The U.S. Maritime 
Administration administers the program, but the 
most important client is the U.S. military, which 
pays for the transportation of cargo. The objective 
of MSP is to make certain that, in peace and war, 
the military can depend on access to vessels 
manned by U.S. nationals. The MSP program has 60 
“slots.” Transportation Command (“TRANSCOM”), 
a four-star combatant command, directs all U.S. 
military logistics and determines what capability is 
necessary in the fleet mix. Most of the MSP vessels 
are container vessels, or “RORO” (Roll On/Roll Off) 
vessels, more specifically “PCTCs” (Pure Car/Truck 
Carriers), which are well suited to what the trade 

SEACOR Island Lines’ landing craft also transports private pleasure
craft to the Caribbean.

SEACOR Island Lines' warehouse receives and ships more than 12 million
pounds of breakbulk cargo each month.
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refers to as “breakbulk cargo,” effectively diverse 
cargo (usually wheeled vehicles or helicopters) that 
is not homogenous like commodities, or full loads of 
containers. [The Maersk Alabama, whose encounter 
with pirates inspired the movie Captain Phillips, was 
an MSP vessel.]

The vessels enrolled in the MSP are U.S. registered, 
but, unlike Jones Act eligible vessels, they can be 
constructed in foreign shipyards and beneficially 
owned by non-U.S. citizens. MSP vessels must also 
be revenue self-supporting working in international 
trades. The U.S. Government provides a subsidy to 
narrow the gap between the costs of operating under 
U.S. flag with U.S. seafarers and those of running 
under an international registry.

In addition to receiving a subsidy, MSP slot holders 
enjoy priority access to U.S. Government cargoes. By 
law, certain cargoes must move on U.S. flag vessels 
when they are available. That business commands 
premium rates. Waterman and Central Gulf hold 
six MSP slots. Central Gulf operates four PCTCs 
that hold slots. We bareboat charter (net lease) the 
vessels from a foreign owner and time charter them 
back, providing crew, handling maintenance and 
insurance, and all other services necessary for safe 
daily operations. Their typical routes entail moving 
Japanese car exports. Our logistics team’s mission is 
to coordinate with the charterer to plan and optimize 
routes to position the vessels and free up space to 
bid on government cargoes, or to source commercial 
backhaul business. Our MSP vessels are particularly 
well-suited to handle oversized cargo such as Osprey 
aircraft or large helicopters, which require a large 
opening and extra space between decks. The pictures, 
at right, gives some idea of what these vessels look 
like. You can see the ramp for rolling cargo on and 
off, the large cavity that can accommodate oversized 
cargo, and the mostly open interior, which looks like a 
garage or warehouse.

TRANSCOM uses MSP vessels to support the 
approximate 290,000 U.S. military personnel, the vast 
majority in uniform, who are deployed in approximately 
180 foreign countries. During the last census of 
U.S. overseas military sites in 2015, there were 587 
overseas installations. Troop deployment, equipment 
rotation, and exercises are key contributors of routine 
demand. We are working hard to strategically position 
Central Gulf’s PCTCs into more active trade lanes 
with the hope of capturing a larger percentage of the 

high-value military cargo movements.

ISH also owns two of 14 Jones Act dry bulk vessels. 
These vessels move coal, petroleum coke, finished 
fertilizer, phosphate rock, fly ash, grain, aggregates, 
cement, and sugar, primarily cross-Gulf, but also 
along the coasts and to Puerto Rico. They are also 
eligible to participate in USAID programs that ship 
grain to less developed countries. Jones Act dry cargo 
transport is even more of a “niche” than the coastwise 
petroleum trade. The competitive advantage of the 
ISH vessels is that they are the largest vessels in the 
bulk trade. Their approximately 37,000 deadweight 
carrying capacity is almost double that of most of 
the other vessels in this service. Consequently, they 
are more cost efficient for clients who need to move 
large volumes. Three dry bulk vessels came with the 
ISH acquisition. One has been scrapped, and one 
is presently undergoing a regulatory docking. We 
continue to evaluate the prospects for these ships. 
If the Jones Act tanker market is tiny, a “niche,” the 

The interior of the MV Green Bay provides 189,000 sq. ft. for transporting
high and heavy military cargo and equipment.

U.S. Marines guide a Stryker down the stern ramp of the MV Green Lake
in Nagoya, Japan.
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Jones Act dry bulk fleet, consisting of 14 vessels, is 
miniscule, a “sub-niche.”

In addition to the foregoing operations, Ocean Services 
has two other joint ventures. Its 55.3% interest in 
Trailer Bridge, as previously noted, was a positive 
contributor to segment results last year. Trailer 
Bridge provides logistics services and runs a regular 
route from Jacksonville, Florida, to Puerto Rico using 
RORO and conventional deck barges.

Ocean Services’ other joint venture is a short-line 
railroad, CG Railway LLC (“Central Gulf Rail”), the 
former ISH rail ferry, or “floating rail bridge,” operating 
between Mobile, Alabama, and Coatzacoalcos, Mexico. 
Its potential is too intriguing and, to me, operationally 
too fascinating, not to provide some detail, even 
though not merited in light of its minimal financial 
impact on our results—at least for now. The ocean 
voyage typically trims transit time for shipping 
goods between the U.S. East Coast and Central/
Southern Mexico by approximately 50%. (There is an 
added benefit: a ferry would not have to line up at a 
“Checkpoint - Charlie/Carlos” should there ever be a 
U.S.- Mexican version of the Berlin wall.) 

Central Gulf Rail moves industrial cargoes in both 
directions between the U.S. and Mexico. The customer 
base is diverse, and there is limited exposure to any 
single product, commodity, or client. The purchasers 
of this unique service are the dispatchers in transport 
and logistics groups. We have joined forces with 
Genesee & Wyoming and divided the responsibilities 
for oversight of the venture, which is managed by Kevin 
Wild. Genesee & Wyoming takes the lead in marketing, 
and SEACOR’s Ocean Services is responsible for the 
marine operations.

The terminals—the “approach” to, and exit from the 
vessel —are unique assets that would be hard to 
replicate. The purpose configured vessels with rails, 
switching capability, and intricate ballast systems, are 
also critical assets and to the best of our knowledge 
the only two of their kind. The vessels have been 
undergoing major overhauls during the first quarter 
of 2018, which will temporarily penalize the operation. 
Replacing these original ISH ships, which are tired, 
will be necessary for longevity of efficient service. Our 
in-house design group is working with outside naval 
architects to engineer the next generation. This is 
no small challenge! The rails on the vessel have to 
align with those on shore, and the match has to be 

perfect. (If you were lucky enough to have had a set of 
electric trains in your household, you can appreciate 
the precision required.) The vessel, even though tied 
up at a berth, has to constantly fine tune its position 
(“trim” in nautical terms), adjusting to the distribution 
of weight of cars as they move on or off the ship. The 
pictures below hopefully convey a sense for how the 
operation unfolds and the centrality of the terminal to 
the service. 

INLAND TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS 
SERVICES (“Inland Services” or “SCF”)
Last year Inland Services recorded segment profit of 
$6.2 million and OIBDA of $37.0 million. In addition to 
the U.S. barge transportation activities, the group owns 
and operates both a liquid and dry cargo terminals, 
warehouse and redistribution centers, fleeting locations, 
and has investments in grain elevators and a fertilizer 
storage facility in the Midwest. It also has international 
operations. Its 100% owned subsidiary, Naviera Central 

Stern view of MV Bali Sea during rail operations in Coatzacoalcos, Mexico.

MV Bali Sea during rail operations in Mobile, Alabama.
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S.A. (“Naviera Central”), operates barges and towboats 
on the Magdalena River in Colombia and InterBarge 
S.A. (“InterBarge”), in which SCF has a 50% interest,  
operates barges and towboats on the Parana-Paraguay 
River Waterways in Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, Argentina, 
and Uruguay.

Unfortunately, last year barge pool results lived up to the 
negative “forecast” in my 2017 letter. The SCF barge pool 
earnings were a fraction of their average for the last 15 
years. The positive news is our Colombian operations, 
under the leadership of Pablo Gutierrez, improved and 
made a solid contribution to the inland group’s OIBDA. 
SCFCo Holdings LLC, our joint venture that owns 
Interbarge, still struggles to deliver acceptable margins 
due to over-capacity in its market. Its results weighed 
on segment profit. InterBarge and Naviera Central 
are works in progress, and we continue to believe that 
they eventually will produce interesting opportunity for 
services and infrastructure.

I anticipate that the most important influence on SCF’s 
results will, for the foreseeable future, continue to be 
the contribution from its dry cargo barge transportation 
operations in the United States. There were (and still are) 
too many barges in the U.S. competing for a shrinking 
volume of cargo. The shift in power generation from 
coal to gas left many open top barges unemployed. 
Their owners sought refuge in the covered trade, moving 
agricultural products. To add to the industry’s woes last 
year, U.S. grain exports could not compete with the more
competitive pricing offered by South American exporters 
which capitalized on their weak local currency and the 
bumper crop.

Demand for U.S. grain exports waxes and wanes 
depending on the size of crops in other growing regions 
and in consuming markets. As this letter goes to press, it 
appears that the South American crop will not be as large 
as last year due to weather. The balance between supply 
and demand for barges is also influenced by operating 
conditions on the rivers. Dislocation sometimes penalizes 
operations and on other occasions can contribute to 
improved rates and margins, particularly when there 
is an unexpected surge in requirements to move cargo. 
For example, high water conditions in the first months 
of this year pushed up rates, but it also inflated costs. It 
is far too early in the year to sound an “all clear” signal, 
but the less than ideal weather in South America could 
spur enough additional export activity out of the United 
States to soak up excess capacity and support rates at 
more profitable levels than I would have expected a few 

months ago. Whatever our fleet earns in 2018, acceptable 
returns will only be sustainable after a sufficient number 
of barges retire to bring aggregate supply into balance 
with base load demand. 

SCF is not simply a “price-taker,” relying only on 
market loadings. Tim Power and his group also handle 
freight requirements for one of the largest integrated 
originators and processors of grain in the U.S. and 
purchase capacity from other barge operators. This is a 
distinct benefit to the SCF managed pool of roughly 1,100 
barges (approximately 650 owned by SEACOR), and also 
to SCF’s clients, both owner and user usually achieving 
better execution than a “market average.”

We now have 31 fleeting sites and manage 13 terminals 
adjacent to and along the U.S. Inland River Waterways. 
Fleeting sites are essentially parking lots for barges (both 
dry cargo and liquid) and staging areas. Our 31 operating 
locations have 750 parking spaces. There are three 
primary revenue streams. We charge by the day for tying 
up barges. We charge by the move for shifting barges in 
and out of the fleet area to loading and discharge berths, 
and we provide barge cleaning and repair services. 
Activity does impact results since movements in and 
out of the fleets contribute to revenue. However, fleeting 
is a service, not strictly a market driven business. Real 
estate and efficiency of operations are the keys to making 
money. The results for fleeting operations are typically 
less dependent on the relative supply of barges compared 
with demand for transport than are freight operations. 
We continue to look for more fleeting sites.

Our dry bulk and general cargo terminals operate as 
a stevedoring and warehousing operation. They are 
located predominately between Memphis and the Cairo, 
Illinois-St. Louis, Missouri segment of the Mississippi 
River. There is still a lot of industrial activity close to the 
middle of the United States! Our facilities handle finished 
products such as steel, packaged goods, and agricultural 
products such as grain, grain by products, and fertilizer. 
The terminals store the goods in warehouse space 
or transfer them from rail or truck to barges or vice 
versa. Our Memphis property is now a staging area for 
moving containers. In addition to our dry bulk locations, 
our Gateway liquid terminal, which serves the St. Louis 
market, is capable of heating and handling heavy crude oil 
from Canada, as well receiving ethanol, clean products, 
or combinations thereof. As with most real estate the key 
is “location, location, and location.” Access and proximity 
to main highways, the number of railroads that link to the 
premises, and space available for storage, are key factors 
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in revenue opportunity. Like any business, margins can 
be pressured when capacity exceeds demand. For the 
moment, there is excess terminal capacity in the St. Louis 
harbor, but we continue to look for additional locations.

Inland Services also owns a grain handling and storage 
facility, and a fertilizer, chemical and seed warehouse, 
and distribution center. These two facilities are leased 
to an integrated grain merchandiser and a regional 
cooperative. In addition, we have a 50% interest in a 
joint venture that owns four grain handling and storage 
facilities, which hedge and transship the commodities by 
barge, unit train, and truck. We think our facilities are in 
prime locations and help to drive grain onto our barges.

WITT O’BRIEN’S     
Witt O’Brien’s is a leader in disaster management for 
both the public sector and private enterprise. It assists 
clients in preparing for, training for, and responding to 
crisis events as diverse as earthquakes and shooting 
rampages, pandemics and oil spills, or cyber breaches, 
to highlight only a few examples. Its roster of skilled 
and experienced executives, access to a network of 
professionals, experience in integrating staff and outside 
contractors, and resources for funding up-front costs for 
organization build-up and rapid response are important 
factors in competing for and winning work. Last year the 
group served approximately 1,500 different clients, many 
of whom were repeat users of its services.

Witt O’Brien’s has been undergoing a transition (facelift 
as some might put it). Tim Whipple, who joined in 2016, 
did an admirable job of cutting expenses, winding down 
unprofitable business lines, and reinvigorating the 
company to be prepared for opportunity. The trifecta 
of storms in August-September 2017 propelled Witt 
O’Brien’s to a profitable year. In the aftermath of the 
late summer storms, our specialists mobilized to offer 
a wide range of services to government agencies in 
Texas, Florida, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
These included development and launch of long-term 
recovery programs, and restoration of critical services 
such as power and telecommunications. Witt O’Brien’s 
also deployed teams to monitor field operations such as 
debris removal and emergency housing repairs to ensure 
that they are carried out in such a way that their costs 
would be eligible for federal disaster recovery funding.

In addition to serving cities, states, and the federal 
government, Witt O’Brien’s also works for universities, 
hospitals, port authorities, utilities, and ship owners. 
Its marine group, by way of example, provides the 

statutory plans required by 850 owners and managers for 
8,000 ships calling in the U.S., and its specialists work 
alongside owners’ staffs when it is necessary to respond 
to incidents.

The recently announced acquisition of Strategic Crisis 
Advisors LLC—a specialist in corporate preparedness—
will further broaden Witt O’Brien’s coverage of the private 
sector. This acquisition is also an important step toward 
our goal of expanding revenue streams from services 
that are not purely reactive to events, while maintaining 
a premier position as an advisor to governments on 
planning for and recovery from disasters. Unfortunately 
they are a fact of life. Hurricane Irma, Hurricane Maria, 
and Hurricane Harvey are poignant reminders that  
Mother Nature is not always “motherly” and sometimes 
treats her children harshly. Planning and preparation, 
training, and drills are critically important for all 
organizations, be they schools, governments, healthcare 
facilities, or businesses.

GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES: GAAP STRIKES AGAIN 
In sitting down to write this year’s letter I had hoped to 
make our businesses come alive, convey information 
about what drives their results, report on their financial 
performance, and not include more than five footnotes, 
or discuss accounting issues. Unfortunately the FASB 
has adopted a new rule that requires comment.

Beginning with our report of first quarter results for 
2018, we will be including revenue for our Inland Services 
segment for barges managed by SCF, but owned by third 
parties. As mentioned in the discussion of Inland Services, 
our barges are marketed in a pool. In practice, the 
aggregate revenue generated by the pool is apportioned 
to each barge to ensure no one barge or barge owner 
benefits or is disadvantaged by any particular contract. 
Revenues and expenses are apportioned to each barge 
reflecting the ratio defined by the number of days it is 
available relative to the total number of available barge 
days in the pool. In the past we have recognized only 
the revenues and expenses from these pools that have 
been apportioned to SEACOR, and the fee that is charged 
by SCF to third parties for overseeing their barges and 
managing the pool. Based on the FASB’s “improvement” 
to revenue recognition under U.S. GAAP, our financial 
statements will now reflect all the pool revenues and 
expenses (including the margin earned), which include 
those previously apportioned to the third-party barges. 
The end result will remain the same as it would have 
been based on the reporting format of previous years. 
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This rule, however, bloats the revenues and expenses 
lines and could cause confusion.

UPON REFLECTION    
About 18 years ago one of our stockholders asked me 
what “keeps me up” at night. Today, apart from the 
midnight trip to the kitchen or washroom typical of  folks 
in their 70s, I dwell on technology. (Although I do worry 
in varying degrees about the “parade of horribles” we 
catalogue in the risk factor section of the 10-K, many 
are generic to most businesses and many are “known 
unknowns.”)

Technology, with attendant change and disruption, can 
be both a source of opportunity and a threat. An obvious 
issue for our Ocean Services group’s tanker business 
is the future of gasoline-powered automobiles. On 
the other hand, it is easy to imagine opportunity in a 
marine application of the technology that will ultimately 
make possible hands-free driving (i.e., driverless cars). 
I subscribe to Bill Gates’ observation, “People always 
overestimate the change that will occur in the next two 
years and underestimate the change that will occur in the 
next 10.”3 This maxim is central to how we think about  
our businesses.

Another source of concern is the current tensions over 
trade with China. It is one of the largest markets for U.S. 
agricultural products, and any barrier to the U.S. corn or 
soybean exports would be potentially detrimental to our 
inland river business.

In closing, I would like to thank the 2,264 hardworking 
individuals whose efforts produce our results. Our 
work force is comprised of 939 individuals working in 
warehouses, receiving terminals, administrative offices, 
safety and risk management, consulting, marketing, 
chartering, legal administration and compliance, and 
1,325 men and women who man our vessels in port, on 
the ocean, and on the rivers.

I also want to thank stockholders who have made a 
choice in owning our shares. (No offense to black box 
funds, index funds, or “ETFs.”)

December 2017 marked the 25th anniversary of SEACOR’s 
debut as a public company. During this time our shares, 
assuming the reinvestment of dividends, have returned 
an overall gain of 1,124.8%, or 10.5% compounded 
annually to stockholders, and our compounded return 

3 This quote appeared in Tradewinds. Taylor, Paul. “Shipping banks should drive 
innovation with ‘smart’ capital.” Tradewinds, February 22, 2018.

on book value per share has been 11.0%. Our goal is 
to improve book value per share by adding earnings, 
both via organic improvement to our businesses and 
intelligent deployment of capital. We have little control 
over the price of our shares, but hope they will follow the 
trajectory of our results.

Sincerely, 

Charles Fabrikant
Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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A P P E N D I X :  Corporate Performance

SEACOR Holdings Inc.

Return on
Equity1

Total Debt 
to Total 
Capital2

Net Debt 
to Total 

Capital3, 4
Book Value 
Per Share5

Market  
Price Per 

Share6

Market  
High Price 
Per Share7

Market  
Low Price 
Per Share8

Book 
Value Per 
Share with 
Dividends 
Included9

Market 
Price Per 

Share with 
Dividends 
Included

S&P 500 
Index with 
Dividends 
Included

Annual Percentage Change

1992  -  -  -  $        7.84 $        9.50 $        9.67 $        9.50  -  -  - 
1993  11.0%  51.6%  31.9%  8.72  15.33  18.50  8.67  11.2%  61.4%  10.1%
1994  10.4%  47.3%  22.4%  9.81  13.00  15.83  11.83  12.5%  (15.2)%  1.3%
1995  11.9%  40.9%  31.6%  12.27  18.00  18.17  12.08  25.1%  38.5% 37.5%
1996  21.8%  38.5%  12.4%  16.92  42.00  43.50  17.58  37.9%  133.3%  22.9%
1997  33.9%  41.5% (2.6)%  22.74  40.17  47.25  26.67  34.4%  (4.4)%  33.3%
1998  26.6%  45.2%  3.4%  28.55  32.96  41.29  21.50  25.5%  (17.9)%  28.5%
1999  5.7%  46.2%  19.2%  29.97  34.50  37.71  26.25  5.0%  4.7%  21.0%
2000  6.7%  40.7%  3.6%  32.28  52.63  44.71  37.75  7.7%  52.5%  (9.1)%
2001  12.8%  28.0%  3.1%  37.03  46.40  54.00  35.10  14.7%  (11.8)%  (11.9)%
2002  6.3%  33.3%        (10.2)%  40.41  44.50  50.80  37.11  9.1%  (4.1)%  (22.1)%
2003  1.5%  30.1%  (9.6)%  41.46  42.03  44.20  33.95  2.6%  (5.6)%  28.7%
2004  2.6%  39.4%  3.4%  45.20  53.40  55.75  37.35  9.0%  27.1%  10.9%
2005  20.1%  40.3%  11.4%  56.04  68.10  73.90  52.90  24.0%  27.5%  4.9%
2006  16.5%  37.0%  0.3%  64.52  99.14  101.48  68.11  15.1%  45.6%  15.8%
2007  15.0%  35.7%  (3.4)%  72.73  92.74  102.81  81.60  12.7%  (6.5)%  5.6%
2008  13.3%  36.4%  10.9%  81.44  66.65  97.35  53.40  12.0%  (28.1)%  (37.0)%
2009  8.8%  28.7%  (2.4)%  86.56  76.25  91.09  53.72  6.3%  14.4% 26.4%
2010  12.5%  28.6%  (5.4)%  83.52  101.09  114.80  67.59  13.8%  52.5%  15.1%
2011  2.3%  36.6%  7.9%  85.49  88.96  112.43  78.31  2.0%  (12.0)%  2.1%
2012  3.4%  35.5%  16.8%  86.17  83.80  99.31  82.11  5.7%  (0.1)%  16.0%
2013  2.2%  38.2%  2.3%  68.73  91.20  98.45  68.17  3.2%  40.3%  32.4%
2014  7.1% 36.8% 4.0% 77.15 73.81 90.05  68.56  7.7%  (19.1)%  13.5%
2015 (4.9)%  43.5%  6.0%   74.08  52.56  77.65  50.40  (2.6)%  (28.8)%  1.4%
2016 (17.0)% 46.3% 16.1% 60.97 71.28 72.97 42.35 (11.4)% 35.6% 11.8%
2017 5.8% 43.5%  18.2%  34.77 46.22 75.47 32.06 5.1% 3.8% 21.9%

Overall Return (1992-2017)  1,365.9% 1,124.8%  908.0% 
Compounded Annual Return (1992-2017)  11.0%  10.5%  9.7% 

1 Return on equity is calculated as net income (loss) attributable to SEACOR Holdings Inc. 
divided by SEACOR Holdings Inc. stockholders' equity at the beginning of the year. 

2 Total debt to total capital is calculated as total debt divided by the sum of total debt, including 
capital leases, and total equity. Total equity is defined as SEACOR Holdings Inc. stockholders' 
equity plus noncontrolling interests in subsidiaries. Amounts presented do not exclude 
discontinued operations of National Response Corporation and certain affiliates, SEACOR 
Energy Inc., and Era Group Inc. prior to 2013. It also does not exclude SEACOR Marine 
Holdings Inc. and Illinois Corn Processing LLC prior to 2017. Amounts presented for total debt 
from 2015 to 2017 include debt issuance costs.

3 Net debt to total capital is calculated as total debt less cash and near cash assets divided 
by the sum of total debt and total equity. Total equity is defined as SEACOR Holdings Inc. 
stockholders' equity plus noncontrolling interests in subsidiaries. Amounts presented do 
not exclude discontinued operations of National Response Corporation and certain affiliates, 
SEACOR Energy Inc., and Era Group Inc. prior to 2013. It also does not exclude SEACOR Marine 
Holdings Inc. and Illinois Corn Processing LLC prior to 2017.  Amounts presented for total debt 
from 2015 to 2017 include debt issuance costs.

4 The off-balance sheet undiscounted minimum payments on future lease obligations (in 
excess of one year) net of non-cancellable subleases (a.k.a. future operating lease obligations) 
was $93.3 million as of December 31, 2017. If we include future lease obligations to the net 
debt to total capital computation, the percentage changes to 23.6% for 2017. For additional 
information on operating leases, see Note 16 to our Consolidated Financial Statements in our 
2017 Form 10-K.

5 Total book value per common share is calculated as SEACOR Holdings Inc. stockholders' 
equity divided by common shares outstanding at the end of the period. Amounts presented 
from 1992 to 1999 have been adjusted for the three-for-two stock split effective June 15, 
2000. Book value per share from 2010 to 2016 was impacted by the Special Cash Dividends of 
$15.00 per common share and $5.00 per common share paid to stockholders on December 

14, 2010, and December 17, 2012, respectively. Book value per share from 2013 to 2016 was 
also impacted by the spin-off of Era Group Inc. on January 31, 2013, amounting to $20.88 per 
common share.  Book value per share in 2017 was impacted by the spin-off of SEACOR Marine 
Holdings Inc. on June 1, 2017, amounting to $29.69 per common share, and a dividend of 
Dorian LPG Ltd. shares, amounting to $1.75 per common share. 

6 This represents closing prices at December 31. Amounts presented from 1992 to 1999 have 
been adjusted for the three-for-two stock split effective June 15, 2000. Market price per share 
was impacted by the Special Cash Dividends of 2010 and 2012, the spin-off of Era Group Inc. 
on January 31, 2013, the spin-off of SEACOR Marine Holdings Inc. on June 1, 2017, and the 
dividend of Dorian LPG Ltd. shares in 2017. 

7 This represents the high closing prices during the period. Amounts presented from 1992 to 
2000 have been adjusted for the three-for-two stock split effective June 15, 2000. Market price 
per share was impacted by the Special Cash Dividends of 2010 and 2012, the spin-off of Era 
Group Inc. on January 31, 2013, the spin-off of SEACOR Marine Holdings Inc. on June 1, 2017, 
and the dividend of Dorian LPG Ltd. shares in 2017. 

8 This represents the low closing prices during the period. Amounts presented from 1992 to 
1999 have been adjusted for the three-for-two stock split effective June 15, 2000. Market price 
per share was impacted by the Special Cash Dividends of 2010 and 2012, the spin-off of Era 
Group Inc. on January 31, 2013, the spin-off of SEACOR Marine Holdings Inc. on June 1, 2017, 
and the dividend of Dorian LPG Ltd. shares in 2017. 

9 The annual percentage changes from 2009 to 2017 were adjusted to add back the Special 
Cash Dividends of 2010 and 2012. The annual percentage changes from 2012 to 2017 were 
adjusted to add back the spin-off of Era Group Inc. of $20.88 per common share in 2013. The 
annual percentage change from 2016 to 2017 was adjusted to add back the the spin-off of 
SEACOR Marine Holdings Inc. of $29.69 per common share in 2017, and the dividend of Dorian 
LPG Ltd. shares, amounting to $1.75 per common share in 2017. The compounded annual 
return has also been adjusted accordingly. 
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